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Risks: Scaling risk

Blockchain trilemma
• Vitalik Buterin introduced this term which refers to the key tradeoffs 

that developers need to consider when developing a blockchain
• Decentralized (no central point of control)
• Scalable (handle increasing number of transactions per second)
• Secure (operate as expected and resilient to attacks)

• Tradeoffs refers to the inability to achieve all three. For example, 
more centralized blockchains are much more scalable



Risks: Scaling risk

Blockchain trilemma

https://vitalik.ca/general/2021/04/07/sharding.html

https://vitalik.ca/general/2021/04/07/sharding.html


Risks: Scaling risk

What is scaling risk?
• As we have discussed, Ethereum and other “Proof of Work” (the 

consensus mechanism) blockchains have a fixed block size. 
• For a block to become part of the chain, every Ethereum miner must 

execute all of the included transactions on their machine. 
• To expect each miner to process all of the financial transactions for a 

global financial market is unrealistic. 



Risks: Scaling risk

What is scaling risk?
• Ethereum is currently limited to a maximum of 15 TPS. 
• Yet, almost all of DeFi today resides on this blockchain. 
• Compared to Visa, which can handle upward of 65,000 transactions 

per second, Ethereum is capable of handling less than 0.1% of the 
throughput. 

• Ethereum’s lack of scalability places DeFi at risk of being unable to 
meet requisite demand. 



Risks: Scaling risk

What is scaling risk?
• Much effort is focused on increasing Ethereum’s scalability or 

replacing Ethereum with an alternative blockchain that can more 
readily handle higher transaction volumes. 

• To date, all efforts have proven unsuccessful.



Risks: Scaling risk

Proof of Stake
• One actively pursued solution to the problem is a new consensus 

algorithm, Proof of Stake. 
• Proof of Stake simply replaces mining of blocks (which requires a 

probabilistic wait time), with staking an asset on the next block, with 
majority rules similar to PoW. 

• Staking, an important concept in cryptocurrencies and DeFi, means 
a user escrows funds in a smart contract and is subject to a penalty 
(slashed funds) if they deviate from expected behavior.



Risks: Scaling risk
Proof of Stake risks
• An example of malicious behavior includes voting for multiple 

candidate blocks. 
• This action shows a lack of discernment and skews voting numbers, 

and thus is penalized. 
• The security in PoS is based the idea that a malicious actor would 

have to amass more of the staked asset (ether in the case of 
Ethereum) than the entire rest of the stakers on that chain. 

• This is infeasible in Ethereum and hence results in strong security 
properties similar to PoW.
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Risks: Scaling risk

Vertical scaling
• Vertical scaling centralizes all transaction processing to a single large 

machine. 
• This centralization reduces the communication overhead 

(transaction/block latency) associated with a PoW blockchain such 
as Ethereum, but results in a centralized architecture in which one 
machine is responsible for a majority of the system’s processing.

• Some blockchains, such as Solana, follow this approach and can 
achieve upward of 50,000 TPS.

https://solana.com/


Risks: Scaling risk

Horizontal scaling = sharding
• Horizontal scaling divides the work of the system into multiple 

pieces, retaining decentralization but increasing the throughput of 
the system through parallelization. 

• Ethereum 2.0 takes this approach in combination with a Proof of 
Stake consensus algorithm.

• Ethereum 2.0’s technical architecture differs drastically from 
vertically scaled blockchains such as Solana, but the improvements 
are the same. Ethereum 2.0 uses horizontal scaling with multiple 
blockchains and can achieve upward of 50,000 transactions per 
second.



Risks: Scaling risk

Horizontal scaling = sharding
• The development of Ethereum 2.0 has been delayed for several 

years, but its mainnet, which will contain a basic blockchain without 
any smart contract support, may go live in 2022. 

• Ethereum 2.0 has not yet finalized a functional specification for 
sending transactions between its horizontally scaled blockchains.

• Sharding is a complex problem and likely the last piece of ETH 2.0 to 
be implement



Risks: Scaling risk

Horizontal scaling = sharding
• Sharding has many risks
• For example, it may be possible for a single adversary to take over a 

shard and then submit invalid transactions
• Proof of Stake does mitigate this problem where the active 

validators are randomly assigned to different shards



Risks: Scaling risk

ETH 2.0 sharding
• Ethereum 2.0 known as “Serenity”
• 64 shards proposed coordinated by Ethereum 2.0 Beacon Chain
• Teams of validators that have deposited collateral (stake) will be 

randomly assigned to manage shard chains
• Each shard will have its own transaction group
• Beacon Chain is key to transferring among shards and managing the 

shards
• This is analogous to parallel computing

https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/ethereum-2-0-proof-of-stake-pos-blockchain-serenity#section-challenges-of-ethereum-sharding

https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/ethereum-2-0-proof-of-stake-pos-blockchain-serenity#section-challenges-of-ethereum-sharding
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Risks: Scaling risk

Layer 2
• Layer 2 refers to a solution built on top of a blockchain that relies on 

cryptography and economic guarantees to maintain desired levels of 
security.

• Transactions can be signed and aggregated in a form resistant to 
malicious actors, but are not directly posted to the blockchain unless 
there is a discrepancy of some kind. 

• This removes the constraints of a fixed block size and block rate, 
allowing for much higher throughput. Some layer-2 solutions are live 
today.



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

• Take small transactions out of the main blockchain (off chain)
• The same intuition applies to Coinbase where it is fast and cheap to transfer 

among all of those whom have Coinbase wallets. Coinbase is not putting all 
of the small transactions on-chain. 

• However, Coinbase is a centralized organization
• L2 is a much more general approach



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

• Suppose Cam buys a coffee regularly at Starbucks
• It is inefficient to use the main blockchain for small transactions
• The solution is to set up a multi-signature address that is shared by Cam and 

Starbucks



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Multi-signature address

Cam deposits 0.05ETH Starbucks deposits 0.00ETH

Multi-signature address is like a 
vault that can only be opened 
when both parties agree. This is a 
“payment channel”.

Payment Channel Ledger

Cam 0.05

Starbucks 0.00



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

• Payment Channel is established on main blockchain by two on-chain 
transactions

• Cam can see his 0.05 ETH
• Starbucks can see that Cam has 0.05 ETH of spending power
• Initial seeding of the channel is “on chain”



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Payment Channel Ledger

Cam 0.045

Starbucks 0.005

• Cam goes to Starbucks and orders an expresso which costs 0.005 ETH
• Payment channel ledger is updated off chain

• Cam and Starbucks sign the updated balance sheet and 
each keep a copy of the ledger 



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Payment Channel Ledger

Cam 0.015

Starbucks 0.035

• Cam can continue to buy coffee until balance is exhausted
• There is no limit on the number of transactions per second because these 

transactions are happening off chain



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Payment Channel Ledger

Cam 0.015

Starbucks 0.035

• Payment Channel can be closed at any time
• Either party simply needs to take the latest ledger which is signed by both parties and 

broadcast it to the network
• Miners verify the signatures on the ledger and then release the funds (single 

transaction to close). This is an on-chain transaction.

0.015 to Cam

0.035 to SB



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Payment Channel Ledger

Cam 0.015

Starbucks 0.035

• Important 1: Any party can release the funds – even if one party does not want to 
release the funds. There is no way for Cam to hold Starbucks hostage for the funds.

0.015 to Cam

0.035 to SB



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

• Important 2: You do not need to set up a separate payment channel for Starbucks –
you can use the network.

• Suppose Amber and Cam have a payment channel. Suppose Amber wants a cup of 
coffee at Starbucks.

• Amber does not have a payment channel with Starbuck but she knows that Cam has 
a payment channel



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

• Important 2: Network finds the fastest and cheapest way to connect A to B. It is also 
important that the channels have enough funds to do the transaction.

A
B



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

False concerns
• I don’t want to prefund future payments
• I don’t want to lock-up funds so that I can’t use them elsewhere
• I’ll have to close and reopen the channel whenever I want to replenish funds
• I have no idea in advance how many coffees I’ll buy from Starbucks



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Allayed concerns
• Your regular L2 channel will be just like your hot/spending wallet (think of the 

difference between your “wallet” and your “savings account”)
• Establishing a channel is analogous to funding a hot wallet
• You don’t need to open a channel with every Starbucks



Risks: Scaling risk: Layer 2

Real concerns
• L2 depends on changes in blockchain protocol
• Some are concerned that the payment channels maybe become “centralized” 

with a few important players
• You need to hold crypto in the channel and crypto is a volatile store of value
• Is a second layer, L2, enough? Will there need to be a third level?
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Risks: Scaling risk

Optimistic rollup
• As Ethereum’s transaction fees have risen to record levels, layer-2 

usage has remained stagnant. 
• The space has been developing slowly and many live solutions lack 

support for smart contracts or decentralized exchanges. 
• One solution in development is an Optimistic Rollup. 
• An optimistic rollup is a process in which transactions are 

aggregated off-chain into a single digest that is periodically 
submitted to the chain over a certain interval. 



Risks: Scaling risk

Optimistic rollup
• Only an aggregator who has a bond (stake) can combine and submit 

these summaries. 
• Importantly, the state is assumed to be valid unless someone 

challenges it. 
• If a challenge occurs, cryptography can prove if the aggregator 

posted a faulty state. 
• The prover is then rewarded with a portion of the malicious 

aggregator’s bond as an incentive (similar to a Keeper mechanism).  



Risks: Scaling risk

Optimistic rollup
• Optimistic rollups have yet to deliver functional mainnets and 

require expensive fraud proofs as well as frequent rollup transaction 
posting, limiting their throughput and increasing their average 
transaction costs.

• Many approaches aim to decrease the scalability risks facing DeFi
today, but the field lacks a clear winner. 

• As long as DeFi’s growth is limited by blockchain scaling, applications 
will be limited in their potential impact.
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